Cortical evoked potentials due to motion contrast in the blind hemifield.
Subcortical visual inputs to motion-selective cortex in primates survive after damage to the primary visual cortex (area 17/V1). Activation of human motion cortex was examined using scalp electrodes in a V1-damaged hemianope. Blind field motion-onset visual evoked potentials (VEPs) shared many of the characteristics associated with sighted vision but were smaller in amplitude and had longer latencies. The representative negative wave (C(II) peak) showed typical dependency on stimulus contrast, its peak latency increased and amplitude decreased as contrast decreased, reflecting the difficulty with which directional information could be detected. VEPs were present at contrasts below 25% when blind field motion was imperceptible even though direction guessing was paradoxically accurate. Subcortical inputs to motion cortex contribute to visual experience but not to conscious perception.